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Experimental measurements of deep directional columnar heating by laser-generated relativisti
electrons at near-solid density
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In our experiments, we irradiated solid CH targets with a 400 J, 5 ps, 331019 W/cm2 laser, and we used
x-ray imaging and spectroscopic diagnostics to monitor the keV x-ray emission from thin Al or Au tracer layers
buried within the targets. The experiments were designed to quantify the spatial distribution of the thermal
electron temperature and density as a function of buried layer depth; these data provide insights into the
behavior of relativistic electron currents which flow within the solid target and are directly and indirectly
responsible for the heating. We measured;200–350 eV temperatures and near-solid densities at depths
ranging from 5 to 100mm beneath the target surface. Time-resolved x-ray spectra from Al tracers indicate that
the tracers emit thermal x rays and cool slowly compared to the time scale of the laser pulse. Most intriguingly,
we consistently observe annular x-ray images in all buried tracer-layer experiments, and these data show that
the temperature distribution is columnar, with enhanced heating along the edges of the column. The ring
diameters are much greater than the laser focal spot diameter and do not vary significantly with the depth of the
tracer layer for depths greater than 30mm. The local temperatures are 200–350 eV for all tracer depths. We
discuss recent simulations of the evolution of electron currents deep within solid targets irradiated by ultra-
high-intensity lasers, and we discuss how modeling and analytical results suggest that the annular patterns we
observe may be related to locally strong growth of the Weibel instability. We also suggest avenues for future
research in order to further illuminate the complex physics of relativistic electron transport and energy depo-
sition inside ultra-high-intensity laser-irradiated solid targets.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.016410 PACS number~s!: 52.38.2r, 52.50.Jm, 52.70.La
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chirped pulse amplification~CPA! techniques@1# can pro-
vide laser irradiances exceedingI 51020W/cm2, and this en-
ables experimental study of relativistic laser-plasma inter
tions. In this regime, electron quiver energies within the la
field exceed the electron rest energy@1,2#, and self-focusing
@3,4#, hole boring@5#, and critical-density absorption of th
laser beam convert laser energy into an intense dire
beam of relativistic electrons with a suprathermal tempe
tureThot approximately proportional toAIl2, wherel is the
laser wavelength@6#. These electrons can efficiently he
high-density matter. The fast-ignitor scheme@7# for inertial-
confinement fusion~ICF! @8# proposes to utilize this proces
to ignite precompressed thermonuclear fuel with MeV el
trons produced by a;10 ps, Il2;1019W mm2/cm2 laser
pulse; however, the physics of fast ignition, particularly t
transport of energy by relativistic electrons, is still at an ea
stage of investigation@9#. The production of hot, dense ma
ter is also of general interest for laboratory and astrophys
plasma physics, particularly if large, long-lived, and reas
ably homogeneous volumes can be efficiently created wh
would allow plasma properties such as opacity to
investigated.

Energy transport by intense laser-generated relativi
electron beams is complex, since strong induced electric
magnetic fields modify the current flow. Space-charge e
tric fields reduce electron penetration into dense targets@10#,
and induce a strong charge-return current which can it
heat the target material. Fokker-Planck modeling@11,12# and
1063-651X/2001/65~1!/016410~9!/$20.00 65 0164
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some experiments@13,14# indicate that the net forward rela
tivistic electron current becomes collimated due to its se
generated magnetic field, and this magnetic field may in t
be modified by conductivity discontinuities in a layered ta
get @15#. Particle-in-cell ~PIC! simulations show that the
electron flow filaments at high densities due to a Weibel-l
instability @16#, and that these filaments subsequently c
lesce, resulting in a dramatic nonlinear energy loss mec
nism @17#. Hybrid three-dimensional~3D! PIC codes have
also been recently applied to this problem@18–20#. These
codes treat the relativistic electrons by PIC methods but t
the thermal electrons as a fluid within a stationary ion dis
bution, thereby allowing more of the relevant physics to
incorporated into tractable simulations. However, realis
simulations of real experimental conditions remain e
tremely challenging or impossible in many cases.

Many complex processes affect the deep heating of s
matter by laser-generated relativistic electrons and their
sociated return currents, and the theoretical unraveling
these processes is hampered by the difficulties inheren
simulating microscopically detailed behavior over large s
tial and temporal scales. Experimental data are therefore
sential, and often guide research in the field of ultra-hig
intensity laser-matter interactions. Earlier experime
investigated thermal@21–23# and relativistic @24# heating
within solid targets by laser-generated electrons; howe
the former experiments are not directly relevant to t
present problem of relativistic electron transport, and
depths accessible in the latter experiments did not exceed
depth of the laser ablation zone. Neither set of experime
utilized x-ray imaging data to show the spatial temperat
©2001 The American Physical Society10-1
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distributions. Previous optical pyrometry measurements h
given space resolved heating data from the rear surface
foil targets@25#, and these have been complemented by m
surements of optical probe absorption@26# and optical tran-
sition radiation@27#. However, rear-surface effects comp
cate the interpretation of these data@12#. None of these
experiments, therefore, were able to investigate relativi
electron transport and energy deposition deep within s
targets.

In our experiments@28#, we use x-ray spectroscopy o
thin metal tracer layers buried within solid plastic targets
diagnose the local temperature and density when the sur
of the target is irradiated by a petawatt-class laser@29#. We
complement these data with x-ray imaging data, which di
nose the local temperature spatial distribution and allow u
extrapolate our spectroscopic temperature measuremen
greater depths within the targets. Our data show ne
depth-independent local temperatures and densities for in
tracer depths up to 100mm, a distance equivalent to;12
times the vacuum laser focus diameter and well beyond
region where laser ablation might perturb the local dens
Our data also show that the heating is strongly collimat
with increased temperatures along the edges of the obse
columnar structure. The data support an emerging pictur
magnetically collimated relativistic electron transport a
energy deposition in ultra-high-intensity laser-irradiated so
targets, but also pose additional questions for further exp
mental and theoretical research.

II. PETAWATT LASER EXPERIMENTS

In our experiments, a 1.054mm wavelength, 400 J lase
@29#, focused to an 8mm diameter~full width at half maxi-
mum intensity, or FWHM! spot with anf /3 parabolic mirror,
achieved peak vacuum irradiances of 331019W/cm2 with 5
ps pulses. Some experiments were also performed usin
ps pulses with proportionally reduced irradiances. The la
produces a 4 nsduration,;1024 energy-contrast amplified
spontaneous emission~ASE! pedestal and an;331024

leakage prepulse 2 ns before the main pulse. The ASE
prepulse have little effect on the deeply buried tracer lay
as will be discussed below in Sec. IV; however, it is impo
tant to keep in mind that the main part of the laser pu
interacts with a preformed plasma, rather than with a so
vacuum interface. In separate experiments@30#, the elec-
tron density along the laser axis was measured to
331019cm23 in a plane 70mm from a solid CH target, and
the density fell exponentially at greater distances with a sc
length of 40mm.

Each target was solid CH containing a 0.5mm thick tracer
layer of Al or Au. The laser-irradiated surface was CH in
cases, and the tracer layers were buried 5 to 200mm below
the front surface. We used two types of target for differe
diagnostic geometries. The first type of target was 5–50mm
CH, 0.5 mm Al or Au, and 100mm CH; these targets wer
diagnosed from the front~5–50 mm CH side!. The second
type of target was 50–200mm CH, 0.5mm Au, and 5mm
CH; these targets were diagnosed from the rear~5 mm CH
side! in order to minimize attenuation of the metal-trac
01641
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x-ray emission by thick CH. The front CH layer was irrad
ated at 0° or 45°p polarized, and each layer covered the fu
1.531.5 mm2 area of the targets. CH layers greater than
mm thick were polyethylene (CH2,0.92 g/cm3), while thinner
CH layers were evaporated paralyne-N ~CH, 1.1–1.2 g/cm3!.
For targets requiring a thick CH layer to be bonded to a th
substrate, a thin~;1 mm! diluted PVA (C2H4O) glue was
used.

Three diagnostics viewed the x-ray emission from the
or Au tracer layers. The first was a pinhole camera, with
17317 array of 10mm pinholes in a 50mm Ta substrate
projecting;183 magnification images onto film or an x-ra
charge-coupled device~CCD! through approximately 38mm
of Be filtering. The camera imaged the front or the back
the target, depending on the experiment, with a spatial re
lution of ;10 mm for x-ray energies greater than 1.5 ke
The second diagnostic was a concave-spherical mica cry
spectrometer, which delivered a spectral resolutionDE/E
,2.531023 onto an x-ray CCD; the optical geometry w
used @31# precluded simultaneous spatial resolution. T
third diagnostic was a convex-cylindrical potassium hyd
gen phthalate~KAP! crystal spectrometer, which delivered
spectral resolutionDE/E,531023 onto a streak camera
with a time resolution of 25–80 ps depending on the exp
ment. The streak camera time resolution was much lon
than the laser pulse duration, but was adequate to resolve
main features of the x-ray line emission time histories,
will be discussed below. The spectrometers were operate
front-view Al-tracer experiments only. The geometry of th
experiments is shown in Fig. 1.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

X-ray spectroscopy allows us to measure local elect
temperatures and densities for front-view Al-tracer expe
ments, where the crystal spectrometers were operated.
use the spectrally integrated AlXII line ratio
(2p2 1D2– 1s2p 1P1)/(1s3p-1s2),He-J/He-b, as a bulk
electron temperature (Te) diagnostic by fitting the measure
ratios to simulated local thermodynamic equilibrium~LTE!
optically thin spectra from the codeTOTAL @32#. Because of

FIG. 1. Sketch of the experimental geometry for front-view a
rear-view targets. The spectrometers were operated only on fr
view experiments with Al tracers.
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EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF DEEP . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 016410
the integration over the line profiles, this ratio is independ
of bulk electron densityNe and instrument resolution, an
based on scaling from other data@33# it is expected to be
valid despite a strong suprathermal electron fluxwhen Ne
.231022cm23. This condition is satisfied in our exper
ments, and the high density also supports the use of
kinetics. The maximum optical depth for the He-J and He-b
lines is predicted to be 0.6, justifying the optically thin a
proximation in the simulations. The He-J/He-b ratio is ex-
pected to be a more reliable measure of bulkTe than the
He-b/Ly-b ratio @33,24#, since it is a direct measure of the
mal electron temperature that is relatively insensitive to a
high-energy suprathermal electron distribution, and isoe
tronic lines are more likely to be emitted from the sam
spatial regions. For a density diagnostic, we fitted the bl
wing half-width of the He-b line to simulated spectra from
the codeFLY @34#. These simulations used steady-state kin
ics and realistic opacities derived from a constant 2
g/cm330.5mm areal density (rR) at theTe values inferred
from theTOTAL simulations. Representative data and spec
are shown in Fig. 2. All data were corrected for energ
dependent filter transmission, crystal peak reflectivity, a
detector efficiency, and the simulated spectra were smoo
by the measured spectral resolution prior to comparison w
the data. Analysis then allows the local bulk electron te
perature and density to be measured.

Self-consistent time-integratedTe and mass density~r!
data are shown in Fig. 3, along with error bars represen
the estimated effects of random and possible systematic
rors. For Al tracers at 5–30mm depths, we findTe
5270– 340 eV andr50.25– 0.95 g/cm3, corresponding to
Ne5(0.7– 2.0)31023cm23. We do not observe any signifi
cant dependence ofTe or r upon tracer depth, suggestin
nearly isothermal heating at constant near-solid density.
spectra from 50mm depths were also observed, but the d
were too weak for quantitative analysis. Subsolid Al den
ties are expected by pressure-balance arguments@(Z̄
11)r/A is approximately constant, whereZ is the number of
electrons/ion andA is the atomic number#, and the Al layer
would expand to;1.2 g/cm3 when surrounded by isotherma
solid-r CH using this simple estimate.

Streaked spectra show that the Al emission persists l
after the laser pulse, with a duration of;70 ps FWHM as
determined from the compiled time-resolved data. This s
ports the conclusion that the Al emission isthermal ~rather

FIG. 2. KAP spectrometer~a! and mica spectrometer~b! from
an Al layer 10mm deep. Time is from right to left in~a!, and the
conical shape in~b! results from the focusing geometry@31#. A
TOTAL fit @32# to the mica data is shown in~c! along with the
inferredTe andr.
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than induced by transient relativistic electron currents!, and
that the Al cools gradually by conduction. This conclusion
also supported by consideration of the relevant excitati
deexcitation, and collisional stopping rates. Time-depend
kinetics modeling withFLY @34# indicates that once the su
prathermal electron flux subsides the Al level populatio
will achieve a steady-state equilibrium within 10 ps. Sup
thermal electrons will stop in the solid-density CH substr
with a characteristic time on the order of the 5 ps laser pu
duration or less@35#; refluxing electrons will be further
slowed after removing ions from the target surfaces, and
also be redistributed in space. Transient ground- and exci
state population imbalances would therefore be expecte
damp over time scales much shorter than the observed e
sion durations, and shorter than the 25–80 ps time resolu
of the streak camera.

The He-b linewidth is constant in time, indicating con
stant density over the emission duration, but it appe
20–50 ps later than the He-J line. Time-varying He-J/He-b
ratios from a single experiment with a 30mm deep Al layer
suggest that peak temperatures may be as high as;450 eV,
but the other data do not show any significant time dep
dence to the measured electron temperatures. We note
the He-b/Ly-b ratio indicates time-integrated temperatur
of 450–550 eV, although this ratio is probably less reliab
as noted above. We also observe the appearance of sate
on the red wing of the Ly-a line at greater depths~Fig. 4!.
These satellite features peak early in time, and are poss
emitted from hole states populated by inner-shell collisio
ionization and excitation@36#; similar features dominate
spectra obtained with fast-rising CPA laser irradiation
solid Al and Mg targets@37#. The appearance of these sate
lites is consistent with excitation and ionization of nea
solid-density matter by suprathermal electrons.

We do not have spectroscopic data for tracer dep
greater than 30mm, since Al x-ray emission was weak a
such depths and Au quasicontinuum x-ray emission can
be used directly to diagnose temperature and density. H
ever, consideration of the temperature dependence of the
hole image brightness allows us to infer greater than 200
peak temperatures at depths as great as 100mm, as will be
discussed below.

Representative x-ray images from the pinhole camera

FIG. 3. SpectroscopicTe andr data from the buried Al experi-
ments~depths up to 30mm! along with inferredTe from the Au
experiments~50 and 100mm depths!. Uncertainties are estimate
from known sources of random and systematic errors, and
from both spectrometers are included. The pulse durations and
target angles of incidence are shown in the legends.
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J. A. KOCH et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 016410
shown in Fig. 5. In every buried-layer experiment whe
x-ray imaging data was obtained, we observed an ann
pattern of emission exhibiting azimuthal structure. The dia
eter of the annulus varied from 50 to 120mm depending on
tracer depth~10 to 100mm! and material~Al or Au!, al-
though our data set is insufficient to allow correlations to
discerned that might indicate a cause for these variations
largest diameters we observed were from shallowly buried
tracers. The annulus diameters we observe are much la
than the;8 mm laser focal spot diameter in vacuum, and
some cases are much larger than the initial tracer depth; h
ever, as noted above, the laser ASE and prepulse create
nificant preformed plasma in front of the target surface
the time of peak laser intensity, making this comparison l
relevant. We return to this issue in Sec. V. In each image
Fig. 5, approximately 20 individual images from the pinho
array were averaged to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
this averaging, we located consistent features in the ima
and used their coordinates together with the known cons

FIG. 4. Comparison of Al spectra from 10 and 30mm depths.
The temperatures inferred from the He-J/He-b ratios are nearly the
same, but the deeper spectrum contains numerous satellite fea
which may be caused by suprathermal electrons.

FIG. 5. X-ray pinhole images of an Al tracer 15mm deep~a!, a
Au tracer 15mm deep~b!, a Au tracer 50mm deep~c!, a Au tracer
100mm deep~d!, a solid Au surface~e!, and a solid CH surface~f!.
The image in~b! is partly saturated due to overexposure of t
electronic detector. In each case,;20 individual pinhole images
from the same experiment were averaged to improve the signa
noise ratio, and the results were corrected for a viewing angle a
the target surface normal. Each image shows a 180mm square
region of the target.
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pinhole spacing to determine the magnification and ima
registration; this process is expected to degrade the ob
resolution of the averaged images to no worse than 20mm.

Front-view Al tracers 10–25mm deep showed annula
images with 70–120mm inner diameters@Fig. 5~a!#, typi-
cally containing several bright spots along the circumfere
and exhibiting a peak-to-center contrast ratio greater tha
a front-view Au tracer 15mm deep showed a similar~but
much brighter! 70 mm diameter ring@Fig. 5~b!#. Front-view
Al tracers 30–50mm deep showed;50 mm regions of
weakly visible arclike structure, which we attribute to lo
signal levels that permitted only the brightest portions of
rings to be observed. Rear-view Au tracers 50–100mm deep
showed clear rings 50mm in diameter@Figs. 5~c! and 5~d!#.
We also obtained a rear-view image from a Au tracer 200mm
deep, but the exposure was too weak to exhibit structure

In order to verify that the ring emission patterns were
fact characteristic of the tracer layers, we performed ad
tional experiments with solid targets. Front-view solid A
and Al targets typically showed bright sub-20-mm spots@Fig.
5~e!#, in dramatic contrast to the buried-layer data; more i
portantly, pure CH targets produced~at most! very weak
spotlike images similar to the solid Al and Au data@Fig.
5~f!#. These solid-target data show that the annular patte
are emitted from the buried tracer layers, and cannot
caused by surface interactions similar to those observe
earlier experiments with laser-irradiated solids@38#. Finally,
we note that the ring patterns appear to be symmetric ab
the target surface normal. Most experiments were perform
with the laser at normal incidence, but a single experim
with the target rotated 45°~p polarized! produced an ellipti-
cal image with an orientation and aspect ratio consistent w
symmetry about the target normal vector.

The Be filtering on the pinhole camera essentially elim
nates x-ray energies below 1.5 keV, but does not provide
spectral discrimination of x-ray energies above 1.5 ke
However, the Al-tracer spectra show that the dominant em
sion below 2.5 keV is from Al lines. The spectrally and tem
porally integrated exposures of the x-ray spectra and
x-ray pinhole images are strongly correlated, indicating t
the Al spectra are emitted from the locations that app
brightest in the images~see Fig. 6!. We therefore conclude
that our spectrometers measure local temperatures and
sities at the spatial locations in the tracer layers that app
brightest in the x-ray images, i.e., along the circumference
the annular patterns. Conversely, the time-resolved x-
spectra indicate that the x-ray imaging data must be prom
since all keV x-ray emissions are observed to occur withi
70 ps time window following the laser pulse, and since th
is no reason to expect significant late-time x-ray emiss
outside the temporal range of our streak camera, which
as long as 6 ns in some experiments.

The exposures of the Al-tracer pinhole images will sc
exponentially withTe below;400 eV, where the emission i
dominated by the optically thick He-a line in the Wien re-
gion of the thermal spectrum. Observable images were
tained with identical filtering on all the Al experiments ov
a dynamic range of approximately 5, and the strong sca
of Al-tracer image brightness withTe ~see Fig. 7! supports
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EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS OF DEEP . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 016410
the conclusion of nearly depth-independent heating
depths up to 50mm. X-ray emission from a 0.5mm thick
Au layer will be optically thick at these temperatures a
densities, and therefore the Au-tracer image intensity is
pected to be even more temperature sensitive than the
tracer image intensity; by scaling temperature with spectr
integrated blackbody image brightness~Fig. 7! and normal-
izing the Au image brightness at a 15mm depth to the tem-
perature derived from Al tracers at the same depth, we
estimate the local temperature of the Au tracer layers
depths as great as 100mm. This scaling results in tempera
ture estimates of approximately 220 eV for 50mm and 100
mm depths~Fig. 3!. We note that it is energetically feasible
fully ionize a 50mm diameter, 100mm deep column of 1
g/cm3 CH and heat it to 300 eV, since this would require on
;8 J, or less than 3% of the available laser energy.

FIG. 6. Relative exposures of Al-tracer data from the pinh
camera, the CCD spectrometer, and the streaked spectromet
various tracer depths. All data were temporally and spectrally in
grated, and corrected for energy-dependent filter transmission v
tions. The strong correlation supports the conclusion that the br
optically thick Al resonance lines evident in the spectra are a
primarily responsible for the pinhole camera image exposures.

FIG. 7. Relative emission intensity as a function of electr
temperature for a layer of Al atr50.6 g/cm3 and rR52.7
g/cm330.5mm ~solid line! and for a blackbody radiator~dotted
line!, normalized to unity for Al at 300 eV. The emission intensiti
were spectrally integrated over a 1.5–4.0 keV range of x-ray e
gies, and the spectra were corrected for energy-dependent
transmission through 38mm of Be. Simulated Al x-ray spectra wer
generated with the codeFLY @34#, and the simulations included de
tailed line shapes for all important transitions between 1.5 an
keV. The Al-tracer emission intensity, spectrally integrated from
to 4 keV, will scale with temperature essentially as a blackbody
Te,400 eV.
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IV. DATA INTERPRETATION AND SUMMARY

The spectroscopic data directly diagnose the plasma c
ditions in the hot, near-solid-density regions of the trac
layers, while the x-ray imaging data show that the tempe
ture distribution in the tracers is annular. The 5:1 dynam
range of the image brightness and the strong scaling of x
image brightness with temperature for both Al and Au~Fig.
7! imply that the annular emission pattern could result fro
the edges of the column structure being as little as 2
warmer than the material in the center of the column.

We have considered and ruled out decompression a
possible cause for the reduced x-ray emissivity at the cen
of the rings. Hydrodynamic simulations of the interaction
the ;150 mJ ASE and prepulse with the buried-Al targe
predict the on-axis local Al electron density att50 as a
function of initial layer depth @39#. This density is
1.531022cm23 for an initial depth of 15mm, potentially
resulting in a factor of;5 reduction in per atom Al emissiv
ity at constantTe5300 eV @34#; however, layers at initial
depths greater than 50mm are totally unaffected by the ASE
and prepulse, and the data from these deeply-buried-la
experiments do not qualitatively differ from the more sh
lowly buried tracer-layer data. During the 5 ps main las
pulse, we estimate a peak ponderomotive pressureI /c
'17 Gbar and a front speedAP/r'1.33108 cm/s, resulting
in a hole-boring depth of;6 mm; this agrees with othe
estimates@6#, and is too small to reach the buried trac
layers. Later ablation of the target would proceed at
sound speeds of;23107 cm/s, too slow to reach the deep
buried tracers in;70 ps.

Similarly, we have considered and ruled out overioniz
tion of the central portions of the tracer layers as a poss
cause for the reduced x-ray emissivity at the centers of
rings. Overionization of the central portions of the Al trac
layers would require multi-keV temperatures~see Fig. 7!
which were not seen in similar solid-target experiments m
suring thermal D2 neutrons@40#, and overionization of the
~much higher areal density and atomic number! Au tracer
layers is implausible. Furthermore, we see no evidence
subsequent cooling and recombination emission, and the
of observed central hot spots in the time-integrated image
the deeply buried tracers is inconsistent with this mechani
Finally, the sharp intensity gradient on the inner edge of
rings is difficult to explain as a consequence of either deco
pression or overionization.

To summarize our experimental data, we conclude tha
each of our buried tracer-layer experiments we observe
annular pattern of heating. The temperature distribution h
local minimum at the center of the ring, and the edge-
center temperature difference may be as little as 25%. So
target data from Al, Au, and CH show dramatically differe
x-ray images, with sub-20-mm spots and, in the case of CH
weak or nonexistent exposure levels. This supports the c
clusion that the ring patterns are emitted from the tracer l
ers themselves, as does the observed correlation betwee
age exposure and spectra exposure on those experiment
showed clear spectral signatures of heated Al tracer mate
The diameters of the rings are 50–120mm for tracer depths
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J. A. KOCH et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 016410
of 10–100mm, with larger diameters observed at shallow
depths, and the rings appear symmetric about the target
face normal.

X-ray spectra from Al tracers buried 5–30mm deep show
a time- and space-integrated temperature of 340 eV for 5mm
depth and an essentially depth-independent temperatur
;300 eV for 10–30mm depths. The spectra also show trac
electron densities of (0.7– 2.0)31023cm23. Spectra from a
30 mm deep Al tracer suggest somewhat higher peak~in
time! temperatures of 450 eV, but the other data show
significant time dependence to the temperature or den
The emission duration is;70 ps, much longer than the las
pulse duration and the relevant excitation, deexcitation,
collisional stopping time scales; this supports the conclus
of thermal x-ray emission from the tamped, high-dens
tracer layers, followed by gradual conductive cooling.
nally, analysis of the temperature dependence of the s
trally integrated 1.5–4.0 keV emission from Al and Au tra
ers allows us to infer temperatures from relative pinh
camera image exposure levels, normalized to the spectr
eter data; this results in a temperature estimate of;220 eV
for Au tracers at 50 and 100mm depths.

V. THEORETICAL PREDICTIONS

Our experimental data suggest collimated energy tra
port by relativistic electrons within solid CH targets, wi
essentially depth-independent energy deposition and a s
annular peak in the heating of buried Al and Au tracer lay
to ;200–300 eV temperatures at near-solid density. Theo
ical predictions@11,12# and experimental evidence@13,14#
exist for magnetically collimated relativistic electron flo
~and thus nearly depth-independent local temperature di
butions!, but the annular emission patterns shown in Fig
were initially unexpected. Prior theoretical modeling, ho
ever, provides insights into this behavior, and we begin
discussion by reviewing these modeling results.

The importance of plasma resistivity was shown by pla
one-dimensional analytic modeling of relativistic electro
penetrating a cool plasma@10#; this work also provided esti
mates of the electric potential. Later hybrid modeling, with
Monte Carlo/Fokker-Planck description of the relativis
electrons and a fluid description of the cold~thermal back-
ground! electrons in 2D cylindrical symmetry@11,12# re-
vealed the important process of self-induced magnetic c
mation. This collimation is caused by the relativistic electr
current exceeding the cold electron return current, resul
in a net forward-directed current approximately limited
the Alfvén current ~;17 g kA, where g is the relativistic
Lorentz factor@41#!. In our experiments we expect 20% co
version of the 400 J, 5 ps laser pulse into relativistic el
trons with mean energy 0.7 MeV@9,42,43#. The relativistic
electron density is then;531020cm23, in a background
plasma withTe'300 eV andNe'1023 cm23. The resulting
relativistic electron current is 29 MA, which is 770 times th
Alfvén limit; this shows that almost complete return-curre
compensation is required for the relativistic electron beam
penetrate into the target.

A Weibel-like instability @44#, with transverse magneti
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and current density perturbations, has been shown to c
filamentation of the opposed hot electron currents and c
electron return currents on a time scale equal to the pla
frequencyvp and on a spatial scale equal to the plasma s
depth c/vp . Two-dimensional PIC models with one axia
and one transverse dimension@16,45# simulated the develop
ment of these filamentary patterns. In the following discu
sion, we will use the name Weibel when referring to th
Weibel-like instability.

Subsequent to our experiments@28#, more detailed studies
of the structure of these filaments were made with 2D P
modeling of the beam pattern in a plane perpendicular to
relativistic current axis@17,41#. This work showed the non
linear development of the Weibel instability, with coale
cence of the filaments and related collisionless heating of
background plasma. However, pure PIC models are seve
limited by available computing power, and can only descr
small elements of volume and time with densities much l
than solid, typically;1022cm23. These models also use pe
riodic boundary conditions, and do not describe a beam
specified transverse shape and net current.

The first indication of a tendency for the relativistic ele
tron flow to develop an annular pattern was seen in 3D
brid PIC modeling@18,19#. In this model, a 10mm diameter
collimated beam of 1 MeV monoenergetic electrons carrie
MA into solid-density Al for 300 fs. A 25mm diameter cur-
rent annulus with azimuthal peaks developed at depths
ceeding 5mm. These results were later extended to the c
of an electron beam propagating through;2 eV solid-
density CH@47#. In this last simulation, relativistic electro
energies were related to the local laser intensity~rather than
being monoenergetic!, and the electron beam had a co
angle of 30° ~rather than being collimated!; the results
showed an annular pattern developing in the relativistic e
tron flow, and also showed a weak annular pattern in
heating of the background plasma.

Taguchiet al. @20# recently developed a 3D hybrid PIC
code with a Darwin approximation to describe essentially
full range of magneto hydrodynamic phenomena, and u
this code to analyze the propagation of a 1 MeV electron
beam, at 0.1 of the background plasma density, into plas
with an electron density of 1022cm23. The beam diamete
was circular with a 1.8mm diameter super-Gaussian profil
This model also showed that the current density increase
form an annular peak at the edge of the beam, and that
annulus later breaks up azimuthally into multiple filaments
a manner qualitatively very similar to our experimental o
servations~see Fig. 5!. This model specifically treated th
case where the linear growth exponent of the Weibel ins
bility is ;10 at spatial wavelengths corresponding to t
strong spatial Fourier components of both the edge of
beam and the growing annular peak. However, the space~1.8
mm!, time ~14 fs!, and density (1022 cm23) scales were much
smaller than in our experiments.

Due to the limits of available computing power, none
these models are capable of describing our specific exp
mental conditions. We therefore use a simpler theoretical
proach@48# to analyze a process similar to that described
Taguchi et al. for the particular space, time, and dens
0-6
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FIG. 8. Cross sections of a 60mm diameter, fourth-power super-Gaussian input relativistic electron current spatial profile~a!, the
calculated current profile after 5 ps of Weibel instability growth with a growth exponent of 10 at a wavelength of 20mm ~b!, and the
calculated current profile with all growth exponents reduced by a factor of 10~c!. In each figure, the horizontal axis is the beam radius
micrometers, and the vertical axis is the~arbitrarily scaled! current density.
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scales of our experiment. We treat this process as the gro
of the Fourier components of the relativistic electron curr
spatial pattern at a linear Weibel growth rate. Linear per
bation analysis is used to calculate the wave-number de
dence of the Weibel growth rate, and we follow earlier wo
@46# to solve a dispersion equation including the hot~relativ-
istic! and cold~background! electron temperatures and th
resistive collision rates. As parameters we assume a
electron densityNe5331023cm23 ~consistent with highly
ionized 1 g cm23 CH!, a cold electron temperatureTe
5300 eV, a hot electron densityNhot5531020cm23, a hot
electron average energy of 1 MeV, and a hot electron tra
verse temperature of 0.3 MeV. For the specified backgro
plasma, the collision frequency~normalized to the plasma
frequency! is approximately 1.0@49#, while the normalized
hot beam collision frequency is estimated to be 531025

@50#.
For these conditions, the Weibel growth time constant

a 20mm wavelength perturbation, typical of the width of th
annular rings we observe, is 500 fs. This would allow;10
e-foldings of growth during the 5 ps laser pulse, similar
the situation analyzed by Taguchiet al. @20#. We Fourier
analyzed~in one dimension! the transverse spatial pattern
a 60 mm diameter, fourth-power super-Gaussian elect
beam@Fig. 8~a!#, and then imposed exponential growth
the Fourier spectrum using growth exponents from the lin
growth rate analysis. This procedure generated a pronou
80 mm diameter annular pattern@Fig. 8~b!#; scaling down all
growth exponents by a factor of 10 eliminated the eff
@Fig. 8~c!#. Application of a similar analysis to the cas
treated by Taguchiet al. showed a similar enhancement
the current density at the edge of the beam to that calcul
in their more detailed modeling.

These results suggest that the evolution of an annular
tern, as we observed in our experiments, may be chara
istic of Weibel growth during our 5 ps laser pulses, and t
it might not be a pronounced feature in other experime
with subpicosecond pulse durations. We emphasize a
that our experiments show an annular pattern inheating, and
do not directly measure the spatial pattern of theforward
electron current. However, given the theoretical results
Gremillet et al. @18# discussed above, and given that only
small ~;25%! temperature variation across the annulus
sufficient to explain our observed emissivity variations,
believe that the Weibel-instability-driven development of
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annular pattern in the forward current provides the m
likely explanation of our experimental data.

A much more speculative possibility arises from cons
eration of the fact that the Alfve´n current limit for an annular
current pattern increases linearly with increasing diame
to-thickness ratio of the annulus. This suggests the poss
ity that in the nonlinear limit, where Weibel filaments hav
coalesced until each carriers one Alfve´n current, there may
be a favored~more rapid! evolution of further coalescenc
events into an annular current pattern. This would avoid
otherwise necessary dissipation of 50% of the current, wh
is seen in PIC modeling of coalescence events when
filaments each carry one Alfve´n current@41#. Development
of an explicit physical model of this process would be ne
essary for it to be treated as more than an intrigu
speculation.

We note again that the diameters of the annular patte
we observe in our experiments are much larger than
nominal laser focal spot diameter, and we do not resolve
reasons for this observation here. We know that the vacu
laser focal spot had broad wings, with 70% of the ene
outside the Airy disk@29#, and we also know that relativistic
self-focusing of laser light in preformed plasma strong
modifies the pattern of laser intensity on the target@3,40#. We
speculate that the initial electron beam pattern, which m
bear little resemblance to the vacuum light intensity patt
at focus, may have had a relatively sharp discontinuity at
location of the observed annular peak, and that strong
monic components were amplified by the Weibel instabil
to form the annulus. We further speculate that blocking of
energy transport and trapping of energy at the surface of
target by the nonlinear Weibel instability@41# may force an
increase in the area over which energy enters the target
cannot, however, draw any definite conclusion on these
sues without further experimental studies and theoret
work.

We do not address the question of the relative importa
of return-current heating in our experiments. This is no
critical point in our interpretation of the annular pattern
however, since the return current will be strongest where
relativistic forward current is strongest. This must be the c
in our experiments, where the forward current of hot ele
trons is estimated to be 770 times the Alfve´n current, and
local neutralization of the hot current by the cold return c
rent is therefore required.
0-7
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To summarize our discussion of theoretical models,
believe that our observed annular heating pattern and its
muthal structure may be linked to strong Weibel instabil
growth at locations where the forward-directed current
strong transverse gradients. The net collimation of the ene
transport can be linked to the azimuthal magnetic field g
erated by a net forward electron current of close to o
Alfvén current.

Collimated energy transport is highly beneficial for fa
ignition ICF @7#. However, an annular current pattern, with
diameter large compared with the nominal laser focal s
diameter, would raise the threshold energy for fast ignit
approximately proportionally to the square of the diame
ratio. A recent estimate, using an annular electron beam
inner radius 20mm and outer radius 50mm, based on the
energy transport parameters of our experiments@42# and as-
suming a compressed fuel density of 460 g cm23, put the
ignition threshold at 100 kJ in the electron beam@51#. This
compares to the ideal case of 8.3 kJ for a 26mm diameter
spot, and is roughly consistent with the expected quadr
scaling with beam diameter.

A complete understanding of the heating distributions
observe must await significant progress in developing m
advanced simulations, which at this time cannot satisfa
rily model our experimental conditions. Several other iss
may also need to be addressed in order to obtain a sati
tory theoretical understanding of our data. First, existing
hybrid simulations do not treat laser propagation within p
formed underdense plasma, and instead specify as input
spatial and energy distributions of relativistic electrons at
front surface of the target. However, relativistic laser pro
gation through underdense plasma has been investig
separately and shown to strongly affect laser intensity p
files at critical density@3#; in general, the electron sourc
spatial distribution may bear little resemblance to t
vacuum laser intensity distribution at focus. A consiste
treatment of laser-generated electron transport through s
targets, including laser-plasma interactions in plasma cre
by realistic levels of laser ASE and prepulse, would be va
able; 3D PIC modeling has linked the laser-plasma inter
tion to the electron source, but not yet for a realistic la
beam or preformed plasma scale length. Second, condu
ity discontinuities ~i.e., metal tracers! could affect energy
deposition in the vicinity of the tracers, as has been no
earlier@15#. In this sense, metal tracer layers may be per
bative; the effects of these conductivity discontinuities
not treated in existing simulations. Finally, the repeatabi
.
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of our observations, and their striking nature, suggest
additional experiments would be valuable. We suggest
prepulse and intensity parameter scans and space-res
spectroscopy could be valuable, and, in particular, it wo
be valuable to directly characterize the spatial distribution
forward electron current within the target. This could be a
complished with x-ray imaging at much higher photon en
gies, possibly observing monochromaticKa x rays from
higher-Z tracer layers@52#.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have observed highly directional he
ing of near-solid-density material induced by relativis
electrons generated by an intense short pulse laser. The
ing is relatively uniform and deep within the solid target, a
it shows a clear, reproducible columnar structure with e
hanced heating at the edges of the column. We believe
annular heating pattern may be related to strong Weibel
stability growth where the input electron beam current h
sharp transverse gradients. Our measurements are impo
for achieving an understanding of laser-generated relativi
electron transport in solid matter, especially in light of t
significant recent activity in modeling this process. A cle
understanding of all the physical mechanisms involved
relativistic electron transport through solid materials, a
their successful inclusion in refined models, is essential
the development of the fast-ignitor fusion concept, a
achieving this understanding will require further improv
ments in simulation capabilities as well as additional critic
experimental data.
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